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ABSTRACT
An intonation model for German was derived from the results of a
perception experiment. A pitch accent may have up to three features.
In a prosodic data base these features were assigned to pitch accents
automatically. A rule system was developed and integrated in a speech
synthesis system, and a pilot experiment indicated that differences in
the feature structure result in different interpretations.

1. MOTIVATION
Investigations of a prosodically annotated corpus indicate the relevance
of a perceptual parameter "perceived prominence" which correlates
well with several acoustic-prosodic parameters [3] like syllable
duration [7], vowel reductions [11] and energy distribution. A clear
relationship exists between the perceived prominence of a syllable and
an associated F0 maximum.

However, the parameters of the maximum are nearly unrelated
to the perceived prominence. Even the height of the maximum is not
obviously connected to perceived prominence. Intonation is a prosodic
dimension quite independent from perceived prominence.

In order to obtain a description of German intonation one has to
assess which differences between realizations of pitch accents are
linguistically relevant. This is notoriously difficult because no general
consensus exists about the meaning of intonational features and about
the border between linguistic and paralinguistic phenomena. To avoid
any a priori limitations by an existing intonation model, a bottom-up
approach was used to determine relevant differences between pitch
accent shapes.

The paradigm of categorical perception was adapted for a
perception experiment similar to [4]. It was assumed that listeners can
discriminate more easily between two pitch accents when the accents
differ in a linguistically relevant feature. Contrary to other approaches,
no features were assumed beforehand. Discrimination peaks should
not be used to verify relevantdifferences [4] but to establish them.

2. DISCRIMINATION
The experimental setup for determining peaks of discriminative ability
was constrained by the use of the maximum-based description of F0
contours [6], which has been shown to yield perceptually equal
parametrizations of natural F0 contours. An F0 maximum is described
by four parameters: height relative to fixed toplines and baselines;
position relative to the onset of the accented vowel; steepness of rise;
steepness of fall (Figure 1).

These parameters were computed for 32 utterances. They were
then manipulated in order to resynthesize an array of utterances with
acoustically equidistant parameter values (Figure 2.) Suitable
difference values for just noticeable differences were determined in a
pretest [8]: 20 Hz for heigth, 160 ms for position and -1 ln(Hz/ms) for
rise and fall. These differences yielded about 50 % of "equal"
judgements.

Figure 1: Parameters of the maximum-based description.

Figure 2: Different versions of an F0 contour; peak height was
varied.

The resynthesized pairs (1728 stimulus pairs) were judged by 8
phonetically trained listeners in several sessions. The listeners had to
decide whether the two stimuli of a pair were equal or not. The results
were in some conditions rather inconclusive,whereas in other
conditions they showed a clear pattern of discriminative ability (Figure
3).

3. FEATURES OF PITCH PEAKS
The results of the discrimination experiment were used to establish
features that seem to be perceptually relevant because they are
associated with a peak in discrimative ability. These features define
the phonological nature of a pitch accent. In German, each pitch
accent is associated with an F0 maximum (or, more abstract, a high
tone [12]). This assumption is supported by the ability of the
maximum-based description to yield perceptually equal
parametrizations of F0 contours [6]. The following features are
defined: 
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Figure 3: Rate of "unequal" judgements for stimulus pairs with
three pitch accents (version 111); the second accent was
modified in height. Eight different base utterances were used.
The results show a similar pattern for all utternaces with poor
discrimination between low peaks and good discrimination
between high peaks.

• A pitch accent can be [+early] or [+late] [4]. These features are
mutually exclusive.

• A pitch accent can be [+high]. Usually only one pitch accent in
a prosodic phrase has this feature, save for contrastive accents.

• A pitch accent can be connected to the preceding accent by a
high flat contour [+hat] (flat hat pattern [9]).

4. EMPIRICAL RESULTS

4.1. Labelling
To obtain the pertinent labels for our prosodic database [3] an
automatic labelling procedure based on the parameter values of the
maximum-based description was carried out. A pitch accent is [+late]
if the pertinent maximum is located after the end of the accented
vowel; it is [+early] if the maximum is placed before the start of the
accented vowel. The database is already labelled with perceived
prominence values; the most prominent syllable in a prosodic phrase
is [+high] (in the database there is always a pitch accent associated
with the most prominent syllable of a phrase). If the rise has a
parameter value near 0, the pertinent accent is [+hat].

This might seem like a circular procedure because acoustic
parameters are associated with phonological features in a naive way
without taking into account phonetically motivated realization rules.
Stress clash, for instance, might cause the first of two adjacent pitch
accents to be realized earlier and thus be labelled [+early] without
changing its linguistic function. However, the corpus contains more
than 3600 pitch accents and such effects will most probably be
averaged out.

4.2. Presence of a pitch accent
It was investigated whether the presence of a pitch accent can be
predicted from word prominence values. The most prominent syllable
of a word is nearly always the syllable carrying word stress (99.6 %).
If a word has a pitch accent, this accent is located on the stressed
syllable (94 %). The presence of a pitch accent can be predicted by the
perceived prominence of a syllable. If the prominence value of a
syllable is larger than 17 on a scale from 0 to 31 [2] [7], the syllable
has an associated pitch accent in 88.9 % of all cases. Despite of
numerous analyses other factors could not be established. If a pitch

the production point of view, a speaker produces a pitch accent if a
syllable should be perceived as prominent.

Figure 4. Relation between pitch peak heigth and perceived
prominence depending on the feature [+high].

4.3. Pitch accent features
Pitch accents that are [+high] have high prominence values by
definition. Their height in Hz correlates with the degree of perceived
prominence by 0.4. No normalization for declination or downstep was
performed which may explain the relatively small value (which is
nevertheless in the range of the correlation coefficient between
prominence and syllable duration [7]). On the other hand, pitch
accents that are [-high] do not correlate with prominence at all (cc =
0.1) (Figure 4). This can be expected from the results displayed in
Figure 3, where the sensitivity to peak height differences increases if
the pertinent peak exceeds a certain height (right part of the diagram).
Acccents that are [+high] have a special status that can be loosely
compared to the nuclear accent of the British school [1] but that is
less constrained by position.

The feature [+early] is primarily present at the last pitch accents
of a declarative utterance; it is rather rare (only 20 % of all pitch
accents in the corpus were labelled [+early]). The feature [+late], on
the other hand, is present in more than 40 % of all pitch accents,
especially in the last pitch accent in an interrogative or progredient
utterance but also in the first accent. Similar to [4],the feature [+late]
can be interpreted as an indicator for the non-finality of a
communicative act [5], while [+early] signals finality. Furthermore,
these features are influenced by context effects. Adjacent pitch
accents are avoided. In such a case of stress clash the first accent
becomes [+early] and the second one [+late]. It seems that if there
exists a close syntactic/semantic relationship between the two words
the first accent becomes [+late] and the second [+early] and [+hat];
this was, however, not empirically investigated because the definition
of "close relationship" is difficult, especially if "close relationship"
must be labelled in a large corpus. 

5. RULES FOR SYNTHESIS
Two simple rule sets were built and incorporated in a prominence-
based synthesis system [7]. The first one derives the accent features
from the prominence values, while the second one computes the
parameters of the maximum-based description.

5.1. Predicting accent features
A text-to-speech system has only very limited information about
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semantical or other higher-level relations between words. The resulting the system cannot perform an adequate analysis. In other scenarios,
rule set is therefore very simple and uses predicted prominence values like Content-to-Speech synthesis, more information is present in the
between 0 and 31 [10] and positional information as major system, and the synthetic intonation can be tuned to convey it to the
determinators: listener. Furthermore, only those features that are relevant for
4. If the prominence value of a syllable is greater than 17 the interpretation, i.e. that indicate intonational meaning, should be

syllable is accented. maintained. Being far from extensive, a simple pilot experiment was
5. If the first accent of a phrase is only 1 to 3 three syllables away carried out.

from the phrase start, it is [+early] if the boundary is high and
[+late] if the boundary is low.

6. If the syllable associated with an accent has the maximal
prominence value of the phrase the pertinent accent is [+high].
If several syllables share the same prominence value the last
one´s accent is [+high].

7. The last accent of a phrase with a high boundary is [+late].
8. If the last accent of a phrase with a low boundary is less than 5

syllables distant from the end of the phrase, it is [+early].
9. If a preceding accent is less than 4 syllables away an accent is

[+late] if it is not [+early]; in that case, it is [+hat].

5.2. Predicting accent parameters
Accent parameters within the framework of the maximum-based
description are predicted using accent features, prominence values and
positional information:

5.2.1. Accent height. Accent height is described by a value between
0 (baseline) and 100 (topline). The parameter sylpos is the normalized
position of a syllable in a phrase and can be an number between 0
(start) and 1 (end):
1. accent is [+high] and last accent in phrase: 35+(prominence-

4*sylpos)
2. accent is [+high]: 42+(prominence-8*sylpos)
3. accent is [-high]: 35-4*sylpos The contexts for the second accent were related to interpretations of

5.2.2. Accent position. Accent position is measured in ms relative to
the onset of the accented vowel:
1. accent is [+early]: -240 (last syllable in a phrase), -200

(penultimate syllable), -160 (every other syllable)
2. accent is [+late]: 120 (last syllable), 120 (penultimate syllable,

boundary low), 240 (penultimate syllable, boundary high), 180
(every other syllable)

3. accent is [-early,-late]: 30 (boundary low), 100 (boundary high,
last syllable), 80 (boundary high, penultimate syllable), 50
(boundary high, every other syllable)

5.2.3. Accent slope. The slope is measured by a value between 0 (flat) The results were obtained by counting the answers and comparing
and 5 (steep). This value is not linear and is loosely related to Hz/ms them according to the feature differences. The results for the focus
(details in [6]): experiment differed significantly depending on the placement of the
1. accent is [+hat]: rise value is 0.0 feature [+high] (P² test, p < 0.1). A narrow focus on the first accent
2. accent is [+early]: rise value is 0.5 was rarely perceived [13] which may be caused by insufficient
3. accent is [-early]: rise value is 0.7
4. boundary is low: fall value is 0.9 (last syllable), 0.8 (penultimate

syllable), 0.6 (accent is [+early], every other syllable), or 0.4
(accent is [-early], every other syllable)

5. boundary is high: fall value is 0.0 (last and penultimate syllable)
or 0.7 (every other syllable)

6. INTERPRETATION
For Text-to-Speech synthesis, the evocation of a specific interpretation
of an utterance by intonational means usually makes no sense because

6.1. Method and material
Three simple sentences ("Dieser Wagen fährt zur Herberge." This car
goes to the hostel., "Die Drehtür ist geöffnet." The revolving door is
open., "Am Abend bin ich zu Hause." I am at home in the evening.)
with two pitch accents each were synthesized in 10 versions with
varying accent feature patterns. The F0 contour was computed using
the simple rule set described above. For each of the 30 utterances, two
or three possible contexts were constructed.

The first group of utterances (n=6) varied regarding the
placement of [+high] on the first or on the second accent; possible
contexts should prompt either a narrow focus on the first or on the
second accented word, or a broad focus. For example, the sentence
"Am Abend bin ich zu Hause." was synthesized with [+high] once on
"Abend" and once on "Hause". Both versions were presented with
three possible preceding context sentences:
1. "Gehst Du abends weg?" (Are you going out this evening?)

with narrow focus on the second accent of the stimulus.
2. "Was machst Du heute?" (What are you doing today?) with

broad focus.
3. "Wann bist Du zu Hause?" (When are you at home?) with

narrow focus on the first accent of the stimulus.
A similar procedure was carried out for the variation of the features
[+early] and [+late] on the second (n=9) and on the first accent (n=9).

surprise, emphasis, and finality [4], the context for for the first accent
to echo, contrast, and finality, respectively. Informal listening tests
served as a source of inspiration for these distinctions. The feature
[+hat] was difficult to perceive and, consequently, to relate to a
difference in meaning. The results in this experiment were
correspondingly unspecific and will not be discussed further.
The synthesized utterances and their context alternatives were
presented to phonetically trained subjects (n=8). The subjects had to
indicate on the answering sheet which one of the alternative contexts
matched the perceived utterance ( forced choice). 

6.2. Results

realization rules. Furthermore, a nuclear accent is usually the last one
in the phrase. However, the placement of [+high] on the second
accent caused the perception of a narrow focus in more than 66 % of
all cases (Figure 5). It should be kept in mind that only intonation was
changed - other perceptually relevant parameters like duration were
kept constant.
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Figure 5. Number of responses for different focus types
depending on the peak features of the accented peaks.   

Figure 6. Number of responses for different interpretations   
depending on the peak features of the second accented peak.

 

Figure 7. Number of responses for different interpretations
depending on the peak features of the first accented peak.

Significant differences were also found for the position features of the
second accents (P² test, p < 0.01). An early peak signals finality [4],
and a late peak surprise (at least to some extent) or emphasis (Figure
6). For the position features of the first accent (P² test, p < 0.1), it was
found that a late peak corresponds to finality, and that an early peak is
non-contrastive. The relatively small number of "contrast" responses
might be due to missing markedness caused by not changing duration
and not performing any deaccentuation of the second accent (Figure
7).

7. DISCUSSION
An intonation system for German was derived from the results of a
perception experiment [8]. It was integrated in a speech synthesis
system [7], and a pilot experiment indicated that differences in the
feature structure result in different interpretations. A few caveats must
be noted, however. The initial perception experiment was 
based on a specific description of intonation contours [6] and gave 
some inconclusive results, and the feature definition was merely
inspired but not rigorously derived. The labelling of the features in the
data base was done automatically, based on acoustic properties. Again,
the construction of the rule set was only guided by and not obtained
from the results of the analyses. In the final experiment the categories
of meaning were defined ad hoc. The "educated guesses" taken by
the researcher are, on the other hand, based on previous findings, and
the experimental results support both.
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